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Manual abstract:

On/Off Indicator Light Â Lets you know when your coffeemaker is "on. Â Clock Â Serves as a handy kitchen clock and allows you to set the Delay Brew
feature. Â Delay Brew Â Allows you to preset when you would like the coffeemaker to automatically brew your coffee, up to 24 hours in advance. Â One-Hour

Auto Shut-Off Â Keeps your coffee warm for 1 hour after you brew, then automatically turns off. NOTE: If you have selected any of the operating functions,
the coffeemaker will act upon the last operation selected if the power is restored within 10 seconds after a power outage. Make sure your first cup of coffee is
as good as can be by cleaning your MR. COFFEE Â® Coffeemaker before its first use. Rinse each thoroughly (please refer to the parts diagram listed above).

2. Replace all the parts and close the lid.
Then, run a brew cycle with water only, without adding coffee and coffee filter. 3. When brewing is complete, turn your coffeemaker off, discard the water in

the decanter and rinse the decanter, decanter lid, and filter basket. Your coffeemaker is now ready to use. Plug the power cord into a standard electrical
outlet.

The PM indicator will display when a PM hour is showing. NOTE: Pressing any button before setting the clock will cause the clock to start keeping time from
12:00 a. m. Y must set the clock if you want to use the Delay Brew feature. The PM indicator will display when a PM hour is shown.

The o Y display will show the time you have programmed the coffee to brew. Selecting and Measuring Ground Coffee For best results, use a level tablespoon
for ground coffee measurement. Make sure you use medium grind coffee for a perfect brew. Of brewed coffee Use more or less coffee to suit your taste Red

Indicator. Water Filtration System (Not Included on All Models) This carbon based water filter improves the taste of your coffee by removing up to 97% of the
chlorine from the water you may use to brew your coffee. on First , look for the MR. COFFEEÂ® Filtration Friendly symbol the bottom of your filter basket.
If you do not see this symbol, please call 1-800-672-6333 To use the water filtration system in your MR. cOFFEEÂ® Coffeemaker , please follow these steps:

1. Align the red indicator on the frame to the letter that corresponds with the month that you are using the disk for the first time.

This serves to remind you to change the disk every month. (approx. 30 brewing cycles) NOTE: For optimum results, use the water filtration system with a
permanent filter. 2. Rinse the water filter in fresh water before first use. When you are done brewing your coffee, rinse the water filter with fresh water. Do

not put your water filter in the dishwasher. To replace the water filter disks, twist the gray disk cover from your water filtration system. remove the used disk.
Insert the new disk into the frame and twist the cover back into place.

For your convenience, you can lift out the removable filter basket. (Figure 2) NOTE: If using paper filters, it is important that the sides of the filter fit flush
against the side of the filter basket. If filter collapse occurs, dampen the filter before placing in the filter basket and adding ground coffee and water. 3. Add

the desired amount of coffee and gently shake to level the (Figure 2 - Adding water coffee.
Be sure the filter basket is properly centered and all the way down in the filter basket. 5. Fill the decanter with cold, fresh water to the desired capacity (1 cup
equals 5 ounces). For easy and accurate filling, the water markings on the glass decanter and on the dual water windows show the amount of water needed to
make the corresponding desired number of cups. Do not fill past the "MAX line" or water will flow out of the overfill hole in the back of the water reservoir.
The amount of coffee brewed will always be slightly less than the amount of water poured in the water reservoir. This is due to the minimum absorption of

water by the coffee grounds. Close the lid and place the empty decanter onto the warming plate. NOTE: Make sure the decanter is fully placed on the
warming plate or the water and the grounds will overflow from the filter basket..
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